COSMIC ORDERING?

Isn't it the same thing as just simply wanting something, and hoping that we get it?

Have people really benefited from simply writing out their cosmic order and waiting for the Universe to deliver it? Read on!

STAR TEMPLE’s NEW ONLINE BOOKING SERVICE!

Book online with your credit/debit card, then call straight through to a reader at time that suits you. Check www.startemple.com or ask reception for full details of this easy to use service.

International
+44 (0) 20 7788 9292
ROI 1580 600 299
€2.40/min

0800 422 0422
9am-midnight, switch/credit cards

0906 110 4326
24hrs, £1.50/min from BT landlines
age 18+ calls recorded.

Text CHRIS or SARAH
+ question to 78887
each reply costs £1.50

Entertainment only. Psychic ability not proven.
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It's August and time to confess that I have something in common with Noel Edmunds. Apart from the fact that I had a crush on him in my early formative years; yes my sister still takes the mickey out of me for that one (and never more so than during the Mr Blobby era), both Mr Edmonds and I are fans of Cosmic Ordering. So read further to look at how we can create our lives as we really want them.

This month we are looking at our planetary signs and taking it a step further. We all know what our Astrological sign is and I was excited to find out how actually eating the essence of a planet can give us health and healing - wonderful!

Star Temple is still working hard to give our readers a top service and on the front page we alert you to our new online booking service. More information is on the website but our friendly staff are always there to help the less computer savvy.

Until next time! (unless my cosmic order for a large villa in the South of France comes through by then. Mmmmm about that new Armani handbag!).

Pavlou Landraagon

**feng shui tip of the month**

What: Our front door should be well kept with few glass panes in it. The accessories on it should be shiny and metallic, such as the handles, knocker and numbers.

Why: Energy enters and leaves via the front doorway and we want to control what comes in and out. Too many glass panes leaves the house vulnerable. A door should reflect back any energy coming towards it that is unwanted, hence the shiny Yang door furniture. PL
Noel Edmonds didn't just appear on our TV screens again after a long absence, according to him he 'ordered' it!

After reading the German best-seller "The Cosmic Ordering Service - A guide to realising your dreams" by Barbel Mohr (it sold millions in Germany alone) he was motivated to create his wish list. He asked for a 'new challenge' and got it in the shape of 'Deal or No Deal' and is back on our screens as the host of this very successful show. He had also put on his shopping list a villa (which he got) and some other things that he doesn't talk about - (ooh would love to have been a fly on the wall for those - oh and by the way I am not cosmically ordering that!).

It would be silly and irresponsible to suggest that we simply sit down and let everything magically come to us without effort or engaging ourselves in the challenges of everyday life. However creating this Cosmic wish list has something in it.

How many times have we really thought we want something but when getting it, just wasn't what we really wanted or when asking for something to empower our life we have felt undeserving and uncomfortable about asking for it.

What impresses me is the actual clarity that you need to have when creating your wish list. Writing it all down makes the individual very focused about what they are asking for and it stops us fudging the issue.

Oftentimes you ask someone what they want and the first thing that they do is tell you what they don't want. This doesn't create a focus on bringing anything into our lives, just allows us to dwell on the negative, rather than the virtues of positive thinking.

So what's involved, well very little actually, just write down clearly what you want, the date that you want it and if money is involved exactly how much!

You can order as many times as you wish but only if it is for positive purposes. Anything that is harmful to others or ourselves doesn't get a look in (lets order that!). If it hasn't got a loving or empowering purpose then forget it.

If I got one thing from it, was to show me how foggy my thinking was with some of the things that I thought I wanted. When trying to write down what I wanted to manifest I was hit by more doubts than a juggler in a small tent. This realisation really help me sort out how to be directed and clear about what I was ordering into my life.

We all presume everyone wants a lot of money or a big house but that actually isn't true. Whether you want to bring in a new relationship, career or simply have more money, be specific. Remember, be careful what you ask for, you just might get it!

PL
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Welcome to our monthly selection of current readers. For full details & live availability, please see www.startemple.com

All our readers now have a pin number, with many doing both credit and premium rate readings.

Credit/debit card 0800 422 0422
International +44 (20) 7788 9292
Premium 0906 110 4326
ROI 1580 600 299

Karena
Credit/premium PIN 7703
Fri, Sat 7pm-11pm
Mon, Thu 7pm-11pm

◆ clairsentient
tarot, crystal ball

Jeannie
Credit/Premium PIN 5506
Mon, Wed, Thu
9am-2pm

◆ clairvoyant
clairaudient

Amethyst
Credit/Premium PIN 7790
Mon, Wed
6pm-11.30pm
Tues 2pm-10pm

◆ psychic
tarot

Tiffany
NEW
Credit/Premium PIN 7723
Thu 9am-2pm

◆ clairvoyant
clairaudient

Carla
Credit Card PIN 5501
Mon, Thu, Fri
2pm-6pm
Tue 10am-2pm

◆ clairvoyance
Tarot

Amber
Credit Card PIN 5500
Mon, Wed
7pm-11pm
Sun 10am-2pm

◆ clairvoyance,
mediumship

Mel
Credit/Premium PIN 7707
Mon 6pm-11pm
Wed 9am-2pm
Thu, Fri 7pm-1am
Sun 2pm-midnight

◆ psychic
medium

Tiffany
NEW
Credit/Premium PIN 7723
Thu 9am-2pm

◆ clairvoyant
clairaudient

Kathryn
Credit Card PIN 5508
Tue 6pm-9pm
Wed 10am-2pm
Thu, Fri, Sat
6pm-10pm

◆ clairvoyant

Jacki
Credit/Premium PIN 5505
Mon, Wed, Thu
2pm-6pm

◆ medium
healer

Eric
Credit/Premium PIN 7742
Mon 9am-1pm /2pm-6pm
Wed, Fri 9am-2pm
Thu 2pm-7pm
Tues 9am-2pm

◆ psychic
tarot

Elica
Credit/Premium PIN 7719
Tues, Wed
2pm-7pm

◆ medium
counsellor
healer
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Mia
Credit/Premium PIN 5510
Mon 2pm-midnight
Tue, Wed, Thurs, Fri 7pm-midnight
✦ clairvoyant
clairsentient

Rudi
Credit/Premium PIN 7717
Tue 10am-2pm
Mon, Thu 9am-2pm
Wed, Fri 10am-2pm
✦ medium
clairvoyant

Rachel
Credit/Premium PIN 7722
Thu, Sat 7pm-midnight
Sun 9am-2pm
2.30pm-6pm/7pm-11pm
✦ clairvoyant
clairaudient
clairsentient

Tanith
Credit/Premium PIN 7710
Mon, Wed, Sat 10pm-2am
✦ clairvoyant
tarot

Hayley
Credit Card PIN 5503
Sun 7pm-midnight
✦ clairvoyant
tarot

Julie
Credit/Premium PIN 5507
Mon, Fri 2pm-midnight
Wed 7pm-midnight
Sat 2pm-7pm
Sun 2pm-11pm
✦ clairvoyant
medium
crystal ball

Alison
Credit/Premium PIN 7706
Mon 10am-7pm
Tue, Fri 7pm-11pm
Wed, Thurs 2pm-7pm
Sat 9am-2pm, 3pm-7pm
✦ angel, tarot

Tricia
Credit/Premium PIN 7711
Tue 8pm-midnight
Wed 9pm-midnight
✦ psychic
intuitive healer
counsellor
life coach

Richard
Credit/Premium PIN 7708
Tue 2-7pm
7.30pm-midnight
Wed 7pm-midnight
Thu 2-6pm
7.30pm-midnight
Sun 9am-2pm
7pm-midnight
✦ psychic, tarot

Sandy
Credit Card PIN 5511
Tues, Thurs 7pm-midnight
Fri 9am-2pm
Sat 2pm-11pm
✦ medium
clairvoyant

Gwyneth
Credit/Premium PIN 7735
Mon, Tue 2pm-6pm
Wed 2pm-7pm
Thurs 9am-2pm
Fri 2pm-7pm
✦ clairvoyant
medium

Selina
Credit/Premium PIN 7727
Tue, Wed 6am-10am
Thurs 9am-2pm
Fri 9am-2pm
✦ clairvoyant
medium

Laura
Premium PIN 7732)
Wed 7pm-10pm
Thu 10am-2pm
Fri 10am-2pm
7pm-10pm
Sat 10am-2pm
✦ clairvoyant
medium

Thomas
Credit Card PIN 5513
Wed, Fri, Sat & Sun 7pm-midnight
✦ clairvoyant
medium

tarot
angel cards

Hazel
Credit Card PIN 5504
Mon, Fri 7pm-midnight
Sat, Sun 8pm-midnight
✦ psychic
medium

Maria
Credit/Premium PIN 5514
Mon Fri 7pm-midnight
Sat, Sun 8pm-midnight
✦ psychic
medium

Fran
Credit/Premium PIN 7716
Tue, Wed, Sat 7pm-11pm
Sat 7pm-11pm
✦ clairvoyant
medium

Terence
Credit Card PIN 5512
Mon – Thurs 7.30pm - midnight
✦ clairvoyant
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We don’t need to be astrologers to know our astro sign and even those beings who proclaim that astrology is an unscientific and unproven art will often know which birth sign they are, (I bet they look up their horoscope on the quiet!). So much can be gleaned from our astrology chart that will help us to have insight into our lives, from our own personality traits to what kind of heavenly activity is making our work life less than efficient (try sending emails when Mercury is retrograde). However actually working with those planetary influences via a liquid essence to create a healing effect on our lives is something unconsidered by most and me included. So it was with fascination that I looked into Phyto- Vita Planetary essence’s.

As Above – So Below
Angelika Hochadel, a Naturopath by trade, found that distilling an essence from a plant that directly manifests the qualities of a Planet could have tremendous healing potential. Now being a Capricorn and used to the influence of Saturn, known for structure which is all well and good until it reflects out its strong negative qualities, I hailed this as good news. After all, every living person and arguably all things will experience the planets direct influence on them and those conscious of this are not always clear on how to work through the issues it brings us (I don’t bother explaining to the I.T. man about Mercury!)
Mars for instance has many positive qualities, such as passion and courage but also can reflect itself as sarcastic and aggressive. Sometimes we can directly experience this in ourselves or in others. In this case the Mars essence – maybe together with Venus – would help this aggressive mood or situation, whilst at the same time look at the cause of those feelings. Mmmm I wonder if Essence of Saturn will help me with my Cosmic order! PL

for more information: +44(0)7970490987
www.phytovita.net Angelika Hochadel also gives training courses.
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The natural laws behind the workings of fate and destiny tell us that nothing stays the same forever. By the law of averages bad sometimes turns to good, but the tough times won’t go on indefinitely. The two eclipses this month are power points of change – the Solar eclipse in Leo on the 1st followed by the Lunar eclipse in Aquarius on the 16th. Wherever events cast a shadow in your life a new pattern will emerge. Embrace new arrangements as much as possible rather than clinging to the old order or outdated beliefs. Even an outcome that you had not wished for is still a resolution, especially with any matter that has, until now, seemed hopelessly stuck. Take your personal lessons on board and you will move on in your life with renewed purpose.

Aries (Mar 21 - Apr 19)

Your planet Mars is a loose cannon until the 17th and all you can do is to guard against any kind of complacency. Change is in the air, probably the kind that you won’t see coming, but an unexpected turn of events could provide the catalyst that pushes you in a new direction. As much as you love to blaze your own trail you’ve been coping with so much alone. That’s changing. When Mars arrives in Libra on the 19th the true value of mutual support or partnership is restored.

Gemini (May 21 - Jun 21)

A close relationship is putting you to the test and evasive tactics are pointless. This comes home to you on the 9th when your planet Mercury aligns with uncompromising Pluto and a last chance opportunity stares you in the face. Grab it, dig deep into your heart and say how you really feel. A little passion will carry you a long way if you’re seeking true commitment. Avoid skating over the surface at work too. New levels of efficiency swing an important decision your way on the 21st.

Taurus (Apr 20 - May 20)

It’s not in your nature to rock the boat but the same can’t be said of other people this month. A tense situation is reaching boiling point and on the 6th someone is ready to blow off steam. It’s hard to get at the real core of truth, but that isn’t as important as you may think. Your real job is to pick up the pieces and bring others back down to earth. Tedious? Yes, at first, but polish your halo. When your planet Venus unites with Mercury on the 21st the rewards are sweet and sincere.

Cancer (Jun 22 - Jul 22)

Your innate caution is your strongest ally as the solar eclipse on the 1st shows that a financial issue is not as promising as you had thought. You are right to step sideways and bide your time. Only after the lunar eclipse on the 16th will you see a situation for what it really is rather than what you would like it to be. By contrast your love life brings a satisfying security once you cast doubt aside. A partner or a new love interest merits more trust, as events around the 18th will show.
The pessimist in you always prepares for the worst but the part of you that is cautiously and increasingly optimistic is feeling rather smug. Expansive Jupiter has been urging you towards wider horizons all year, and a comfort zone probably seems like a thing of the past. It is, but wherever you have branched out in your life the evidence that you've made the right call is plain to see. Events around the 17th and 18th act as confirmation, or second chance opportunities present themselves. Seize them with both hands.

Militant Mars clashes with your planet Uranus on the 6th, and as this follows hard on the heels of the eclipse the picture is anything but settled. Losing control of a situation may seem scary but the turbulence is really a disguised opportunity to impose order on chaos. Get to work on the things in your life that need an overhaul. The 16th brings the Lunar eclipse in your sign and relationship issues move to the top of the list. If you need answers from a partner, or a potential partner, now's the time to ask for them.

Romantic Venus arrives in your sign on the 6th but with a bag of mixed blessings. The tough bit comes first and some soul searching is inevitable. Desires change with time, both yours and someone else's, and it's time to re-evaluate. Any demanding relationship needs renewed commitment and effort now if it is going to thrive. By the 18th Mercury has you back on track and when the Sun moves into your sign on the 22nd you'll be determined to get more out of life. Let go of the past and go for it.

With your planets Mars and Pluto on a collision course life is at its most challenging until the 17th. A large part of current conflicts is down to money and it's in your own interests to abandon any plans that prove too costly. Similarly, in spite of conscientious efforts on your part, a working relationship is on the road to nowhere. Remember you're an individualist as well as a survivor so agree to disagree and go your own way. When the Sun aligns with Pluto on the 21st you'll be back to full power, and at your most magnetic.

The love planet Venus arrives in your relationship sector on the 6th but has to get past grumpy Saturn on the 13th. So, for the first half of the month, be prepared for themes of not getting what you want or being held at arm's length. Alternatively someone close may need rock solid support from you as they struggle with their own battles. Business dealings are also unlikely to move quickly. Acceptance will keep you sane until lucky Jupiter steps in on the 17th, showing you the bigger picture that makes sense after all.